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with a number of other programs, the Competition Program was developed. Over the past two

years, City departments have actively sought to streamline operations and perform more

efficiently with the ultimate goal of allowing City departments to bid on the performance of

services in a competitive process. City departments will compete in the bidding process on the

same basis as private contractors seeking City service contracts.

Recently, as part of the Competition Program, an RFP for the Lower Otay Water

Treatment Plant was distributed for review and comment. After distribution of the RFP,

attorneys for the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees ("AFSCME"),


Local 127, sent a letter to the City Manager requesting the withdrawal of the RFP based upon a

recent California Supreme Court decision regarding the "contracting out" of engineer services by

the California Department of Transportation ("Caltrans"). That case is Professional Engineers in

California Government v. Department of Transportation, 97 Daily Journal D.A.R. 6201 (May 15,

1997). AFSCME attorneys maintain the case precludes the City from seeking competitive bids

for contracts to perform duties and provide services traditionally performed by City employees.

You have asked for an analysis of the case and its impact on the City's Competition Program.

ANALYSIS
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Further support for the proposition the Professional Engineers case is not binding on the

City is found in Baggett v. Gates, 32 Cal. 3d 128 (1982). That case states "cities are granted

'plenary authority' to provide in their charters for the 'compensation, method of appointment,

qualifications, tenure of office and removal' for their employees." Id. at 137. Pursuant to this

authority granted to charter cities, the City has established a system for compensation,

appointment, tenure and removal of employees under its ovm civil service system established by

charter provision and codified in San Diego Municipal Code sections 23.0201 through 23.1211.

That conclusion, however, does not end the inquiry. While constitutional provisions

regarding state civil service employees are not applicable to City employees, if City civil service

provisions, embodied in the City Charter as provided for in the Baggett case, are similar to the

state civil service provisions, the determinations made by the Supreme Court in the Professional

~~~"",case  could, by analogy, be applicable. See, e.g., Kennedy v. Ross, 28 Cal. 2d 569,

571-74 (1946) (interpreting city charter provisions analogous to state civil service provisions);


San Francisco v. Boyd, 17 Cal. 2d 606, 618-20 (1941). In other words, the rationale of

Professional Engineers could apply to an interpretation of City Charter provisions.


A comparison of the two civil service systems shows state provisions apply to "every

officer and employee of the state but exempts from the civil service certain positions . . . .  "

!..ll~~llill~~~lil,   97 Daily at 6201. Charter 117

the

' - ' H A ' V U e >  not co",,,,,..,""


The state civil service system provides

basis ;fficiency and

the City

tests
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Professional Engineers case, the court exhaustively addresses each of the tests

previously articulated by various courts in reaching decisions on whether certain state civil

service functions were amenable to "contracting out." We review those tests to determine when

and under what circumstances the City may subject civil service functions to a competitive bid

process.

I. Nature Services

The first case to address the "largely implicit nature ofthe private contracting restriction"

was State Compensation Ins. Fund v. Riley, 9 Cal. 2d 126, 134-36 (1937). In Riley, the

Supreme Court pointed out that the civil service scheme is very inclusive fu l d applies to all

employees except those specifically exempted, and "that the appointing power in all cases not

excepted or exempted 'shall fill the positions by appointment' . . .  in strict accordance with the


provisions of this act . . . .  " Id. at 133. The court explained the true test as:

whether the services contracted for, whether temporary or

permanent, are of such a nature that they could be performed by

one selected under the provisions of civil service. If the services

could be so performed then in our opinion it is mandatory upon

such appointing power to proceed accordance the

prOVISIOns statute . . . .

at 135 (emphasis added).

servIces 

to contract out


is made
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While the regular standard implies most government functions can be performed by civil

service employees, the courts have recognized that governmental agencies are continually

growing and expanding their range of duties. Mindful of the ever changing nature of

governmental duties the courts have indicated that "civil service coverage restricts but does not

prohibit the performance of government work by independent contractors." California State

Employees' Ass'n. v. Williams, 7 Cal. App. 3d 390, 395 (1970). For example, the courts have

said new functions, those not traditionally and historically performed by government employees,

may be subjected to the competitive bid process. For example, in the Williams case, the state

was implementing its new Medi-Cal program. The underlying stahItory framework for the Medi-

Cal program permitted the services to be provided, to the fullest extent possible, by private


entities. When state employees challenged the program, the court upheld the statutory scheme

fashioned by the legislature. The court found the functions to be significantly new and different

from any services previously performed by state employees. On that basis the court allowed the

private contracting provisions of the legislation to stand. In doing so, the court said:

at

[T]he constitutional policy of a merit employment system within


the system of state agencies engenders no for

expansions state functions exclusively through the traditional

modes of direct administration. I t does not ' . H ' - H H ' ' - ' '

experimentation new forms to fit new functions. I t compels

expansion of civil service expansions state agency structure

does not force expansions of state agency structure to match

extensions state . H U . L V U V U > J .

construction

. L ' - ' . L U H . ' ' - - '  by Caltrans engineers
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and construction workers, was contracted out through a competitive bid process. As with the

Medi-Cal process, the new program was developed by legislative enactment and was supported

by an underlying statutory scheme. The court upheld the validity of the contracts because the

program enlisted private financing, design, construction and operation of transportation facilities

to solve state transportation needs that could not be met with available public revenue. The court

noted that "the novelty of the contracts and legislation lies in the privatization of project

financing and management. After all, the private sector,'-lOt the state, will pay for the services

engaged pursuant to the exclusive franchise agreements." Id. at 593.

Following this reasoning, the City could conceivably contract out even existing services

if the complete program envisions a novel or experimental process in the finaIlcing or delivery of

the service.

IV. Cost Savings

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the courts have indicated that services

traditionally performed by government employees may be contracted out for purposes of cost

effectiveness and efficiency if a number of specific criteria are met. Courts specifically allow

cost effectiveness to be considered determining whether contracting out is appropriate.

However, such contracts must substantial cost savings not

cause the displacement of service employees, or adversely affect affirmative action

I the contracts must insure there are specific the

the staffto be performing the work and demonstrate that hiring standards meet

U U U U  . . .  H V H  standards. the contract must awarded through a

must not be

the

840, 844 (1988).

lAffirmative actions may be a HV.U~.Juv 209,

however we do not need to address issue for
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Comptroller, and the City Attorney (except deputy city attorneys) be appointed under the


auspices of the civil service provisions.

Other City departments do not have the clear Charter mandate that all personnel be

subject to the civil service provisions of the City Charter, although City Charter section 26.1

obligates the City "to provide public works services, water services, building inspection services,

public health services, park and recreation services, library services, and such other services and

programs as may be desired." The Charter language, however, does not specifically state that

City forces must actually perform these functions. Arguably, ifthe City carefully selects the

provider and oversees the performance ofthe services, its obligations under Charter section 26.1


are met.

2

This interpretation must be reconciled with the court's consistent acknowledgment of the

validity of the proposition that certain services are best performed by the governmental entity and


their support of the maintenance of strong civil service systems. "Early on the California

Supreme Court recognized that the civil service provisions will not work if the merit

appointment system can be circumvented by simply contracting out civil service jobs."

Professional Engineers, 97 Daily Journal D.A.R. at 6206. Thus, while the California State

.!dU.!JL!~~LL~'-.!d'   case allows some latitude for introduction of the Competition Program

City services, previous case law and City's own Charter the areas

out is the private

sector for the provision of services, surrounding

circumstances.

CONCLUSION


City cannot L H U . H H C U H  too over contractor contractor's

employees be , " , V " h H ' U ' "  

too, is an issue another memorandum


law.
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systems is to promote efficiency and economy in government and to avoid favoritism.


carefully drafted RFP and award process, with the appropriate factual basis, can be proof that the


contracting out process is an attempt to meet both those goals.
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